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Ubuntu 

installation 

options

LiveCD or LiveCD/persistent image

Install Ubuntu inside Windows (Wubi)

Dual/multi booting

Virtualization (Using a virtual machine)

Windows Subsystem for Linux (terminal only)



LiveCD

 Sometimes referred to as live distro mode or live session

 Safest option to try Ubuntu

 Useful for 

 highlighting any hardware issues before installation

 Fixing problems in already installed operating systems

 Installing programs for virus check or data recovery.

 Some pitfalls 

 Settings: normally everything is lost after reboot or shutting down

 Performance: Slow specially if data is read from DVD

 System: confusing error messages (e.g. when trying to update..)

 Risk to data: potential for accidental damage is high



LiveCD Persistent image

 Enhance a read-only LiveCD by adding persistent file storage on 

another drive.

 A persistent image can retain data and settings when the machine 

gets switched off.

 Advantage over Cloud Computing

 No need for internet connection

 Who posses the Persistent Image posses the data – better privacy

 Needs to be kept on a Usb-stick or external hard-drive to really 

maximize on the usefulness of the LiveCd



Install Ubuntu inside Windows (Wubi)

 Windows-based Ubuntu Installer (Wubi)

 Wubi lets you install Ubuntu within the windows file 

system.

 Slower than actual dual/multi boot

 Wubi works by creating a loopback file system

 It creates a single large file within the windows file system

 That file is then used as the ubuntu file system

 Wubi requires Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, Vista, Windows 

7.

 There is a fork that support EFI



Dual/multi booting

 Multi-booting  = 

multiple OS + boot 

choice

 Dual-booting = two 

OS + boot choice



Virtualization

 Another safe way to use ubuntu.

 It refers to running multiple operating systems on a computer system 

simultaneously

 Have some requirements to work:

 Processor should support virtualization (VT-x for intel processors)

 Should have enough extra RAM and disk space



Windows Subsystem for Linux

 WSL lets developer run GNU/Linux environment directly 

on Windows, unmodified, without the overhead of a 

virtual machine.

 You can:

 Choose your favorite GNU/Linux distributions from the 

Microsoft Store.

 Run common command-line free software such as grep, sed, 

awk.

 Install additional software using own GNU/Linux distribution 

package manager.

 Invoke GNU/Linux applications on Windows



First steps

 Installing Ubuntu begins by downloading an ISO image 

from Ubuntu website (https://ubuntu.com/).

 An image is the full version of an operating system. 

 A .iso file is an image (ISO image)

 An ISO image is a disk image of an optical disc.

 LiveCD vs. ISO image

 Note that you should download Ubuntu desktop not the 

Cloud or server versions.

https://ubuntu.com/


Getting the ISO image



Getting the ISO image



Getting the ISO image



Getting the ISO image



Verifying your Ubuntu download

 Checking image to make sure that: 

 The image is not corrupted in some way (Integrity)

 It is an authentic image that hasn’t been tampered with 

(authenticity)

 Hashing: 

 A hash function is any function that can be used to map data of 

arbitrary size to fixed-size values. 

 The values returned by a hash function are called hash values

 The MD5 (Message-Digest algorithm 5)

 The SHA (Secure Hash Algorithms) : SHA-2 (SHA-256 and SHA-

512)



Verifying your Ubuntu download

 Necessary software

 Ubuntu: sha256sum, md5sum and gpg

 Windows: certutil, WinMD5Free

 Download checksums and signatures

 MD5SUMS, SHA256SUMS

 You can download them from  

http://releases.ubuntu.com/bionic/ 

 Verify using one of the software above

 generate a SHA-256 for the ISO file

 Compare it to the downloaded SHA256SUM



Verifying your Ubuntu download

 Generating MD5 using certutil

 CertUtil -hashfile <path to file> MD5

 Output: 764056499131c8fe22b27f6dbf52ab7d 

 Generating SHA256

 CertUtil -hashfile <path to file> SHA256

 Output: 

c0d025e560d54434a925b3707f8686a7f588c42a5fbc609b8ea24

47f88847041

 Compare that to the checksum in the files you 

downloaded



The Ubuntu lifecycle and release 

cadence

 Canonical publishes new releases of Ubuntu on a regular 

cadence

 Version numbers are YY.MM

 Releases of Ubuntu get a

 development codename (‘EoanErmine’) 

 versioned by the year and month of delivery – e.g. Ubuntu 

19.10 was released in October 2019.



The Ubuntu lifecycle and release 

cadence

 Long term support (LTS) and interim releases

 LTS releases are published every two years in April.

 Enterprise grade releases

 Five years support

 95% of all Ubuntu installations

 Every six months between LTS versions, Canonical publishes an 
interim release of Ubuntu 

 The latest is 19.10 

 Production-quality release

 Supported for 9 months



The Ubuntu lifecycle and release 

cadence



Creating a Virtual Machine for Ubuntu 

installation

 Virtualization software

 VirtualBox: opensource

 VMWare

 We will use VirtualBox 

 You need to download the following:

 VirtualBox 6.1.4 platform packages

 VirtualBox 6.1.4 Oracle VM VirtualBox Extension Pack

 You should already have Ubunut 18.04 LTS ISO image





Creating a Virtual Machine for Ubuntu 

installation

 Important Terminologies:

 Host operating system (host OS)

 Guest operating system (guest OS)

 Virtual machine (VM)

 Guest Additions



Creating a Virtual Machine for Ubuntu 

installation

 Two modes to Create a new virtual machine:

 Guided mode

 Guide you in a step by step fashion 

 Expert mode

 All steps in one window

 What you need to create a Virtual Machine

 Name and Operating System

 Memory Size

 Hard Disk



Guided ModeExpert Mode



Creating a Virtual Machine for Ubuntu 

installation

 Recommended Minimum System Requirements

 2 GHz dual core processor

 4 GiB RAM (system memory)

 25 GB of free storage space, or 5 GB for a minimal 

installation

 VGA capable of 1024x768 screen resolution

 Internet access is helpful







Creating a Virtual Machine for Ubuntu 

installation

Storage on Physical hard disk

two options for creating a disk image

 Fixed-size

 Same size as the Virtual Disk’s capacity

 Image creation may take long time 

 Dynamically allocated

 Initially very small and increase over time

 Write operation may be slower





Ubuntu Installation

 The following slides will demonstrate ubuntu installation 

on a machine (physical/virtual) with a clean hard disk.

 It consists of the following steps:

 Booting from DVD/ USB flash drive

done in the previous slide

 Prepare to install Ubuntu

 Allocate drive space

 Begin installation

 Select your location

 Login details

 Background installation



Ubuntu Installation



Ubuntu Installation



Ubuntu Installation

 After selecting Continue you will be asked What apps 

would you like to install to start with?

 Normal Installation

Old default bundle of utilities, application, games and media 

player.

 Minimal Installation 

Install only what you need



Ubuntu Installation



Ubuntu Installation

 Allocate drive space

 Install Ubuntu alongside another operating system

 Replace  the existing operating system with ubuntu

 Manual partitioning, for advanced user only

 Note: Options related to side-by-side installation or 

erasing a previous installation are only offered when pre-

existing installations are detected.



Ubuntu Installation



Ubuntu Installation



Ubuntu Installation



Ubuntu Installation

Login details

 Enter your name and the installer will automatically 

suggest a computer name and username.

 Computer Name

Is how your computer will appear on the network. 

 Should be unique on the network

 Username

will be your login and account name

 It should be unique 



Ubuntu Installation

Login details

 Username should follow the following rules:

 One word without any space

 consisting of uppercase and lowercase letters and numbers

 Cannot begin with uppercase



Ubuntu Installation



Ubuntu installation





Other steps related to VirtualBox

Installing Guest Additions

 In some cases the VM is not taking the full screen when 

the VM window scaled to full screen. 

 You may also want to 

 enable shared clipboard 

 make  a shared location between Host and Guest OS

 Mount a USB drive on the Guest Machine

 Installing Guest Additions on the Guest machine will 

enable you to achieve that with some configurations 



Other steps related to VirtualBox

Installing Guest Additions

 First you need to add Guest Addition to the Virtual Box

 From VirtualBox window, choose File -> Preference

 Choose the Extensions tab then click Add a new package 
button

 Select the “VirtualBox 6.1.4 Oracle VM VirtualBox 

Extension Pack” we installed before

 Then start into the guest machine and install the 

Extension Pack cd and restart.

 In some scenarios you need to update all packages first and 

install some required packages



Manual Partitioning - Background

 A partition is a fixed-size subset of a disk drive which is 

treated as a unit by the OS.

 A partition table is a table maintained on disk by the OS 

describing the partitions on that disk. E.g. 

 MBR partition table 

 GUID partition table (GPT)

 Apple partition map (APM)

 Disk partitioning refers to creating, resizing or deleting 

partitions.

 It is usually done during the installation of an OS



Manual Partitioning - Background 

Master boot record (MBR)

 MBR partitioning scheme historically used in DOS, 

Windows and Linux

 At most four primary partitions

 OR three primary partition and one extended partition

 The partition type is identified by a 1-byte code found in 

its partition table entry.



Manual Partitioning - Background

Master boot record (MBR)

 Primary partition

 A primary partition contains one file system (FAT, NTFS, ..)

 The partition type code for a primary partition can either:

 correspond to  a file system contained within the partition

 indicate that the partition has a special use (SWAP)



Manual Partitioning - Background

Master boot record (MBR)

 Extended partition

 An HDD may contain only one extended partition

 The extended partition can be subdivided into multiple 

logical partitions.

 The MBR also includes a program that reads the boot 

sector record of the partition containing the operating 

system to be booted into RAM.

 It supports HDD less than 2TB



Manual Partitioning - Background

GUID Partition Table (GPT)

 GUID = Globally Unique Identifier

 A part of the Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI)

 Unified EFI Forum-proposed replacement for the PC BIOS

 Supports 128 partitions 

 Supports HDD up to 8 ZiB



General Knowledge

 A unit prefix is a specifier that is prepended to units of 

measurement to indicate multiples or fractions of the 

units. 

 The prefixes of the metric system, such as kilo and milli, 

represent multiplication by powers of ten.

 In information technology it is common to use binary 

prefixes, which are based on powers of two. 



General Knowledge



Manual Partitioning - Background

File System

 Controls how data is stored and retrieved

 By separating the data into pieces and giving each piece a 

name, the data is easily isolated and identified.

 The structure and logic rules used to manage the groups 

of data and their names is called a "file system“

 The file system manages access to both the content of 

files and the metadata about those files



Manual Partitioning

 Two stages to work through:

 Repartition the disk manually 

 Assign mount points

 Root file system, SWAP partition



Manual Partitioning



 This window lists the hard disks detected by Ubuntu 
and their corresponding partitions.

 Each item has the following properties:

 Device: The logical representation of the 
hardware device in Ubuntu

 Type: Specifies the file system type of the 
partition

 Mount point: is a location (folder) within 
ubuntu’s file system where ubuntu will see a 
partition

 Format: indicates whether a partition will be 
formatted during installation

 Size: the disk space of the partition

 Used: how much disk space has been consumed



Manual Partitioning
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Manual Partitioning


